progeCAD testimonials

ABB Group
Power and automation technologies
www.abb.com
Ing. Maurizio Falsone
ABB started with progeCAD in the year 2000. ABB has distributed around 15,000 licenses of progeCAD to run our specific application for the Electrical environment; we are also using hundreds of licenses as a CAD base. Our choice for progeCAD was mainly based on the importance of the DWG format and our users past experiences on AutoCAD. The most important benefits are related to the easy and profitable drawing sharing, thanks to the standard DWG format support.

Aker Yards
Shipbuilding
www.akeryards.com
Mrs. Pamela Sandvik
We have several ship yards in norway and also in other countries. Mainly we use progeCAD for users that require to view drawings of various sections of the ships and also for those who require to make minor alterations. Most of the designers use Autocad, but this program is not suitable for example for the production department.

Schneider Electric
Electricity and Automation Management
www.schneider-electric.com
Ing. Graziano Vimercati
progeCAD is essential for small orders deployment and block management in mechanical equipment. With progeCAD, Schneider Electric can observe all market standards, guarantee DWG compatibility, and manage multisheet drawings for a low cost.

Campari spa
Drink and Beverage
www.camparigroup.com
Mr. Fabio Baraldi
In 2002 Campari started an internal project on new packaging design for worldwide distribution. We chose progeCAD for a number of reasons. The most important were: DWG compatibility, usability, some specific features such as PDF print, and obviously the price.

Raypack Inc
Industrial Equipment - Boilers, Water Heaters and Pool Heaters
www.raypak.com
Mr. Richard Nash
After trying ProgeCAD LT, I was so impressed with the compatibility with AutoCAD and that it did some things better than AutoCAD. When our company needed to upgrade ACAD, I told our department about ProgeCAD 2006 Professional and how it is about one third the cost and out performs AutoCAD, they were excited. Gradually we are upgrading ACAD to ProgeCAD 2006 Professional. There is little if any learning curve to achieve the same or better results. I highly recommend ProgeCAD to anyone seeking a full featured CAD program at a reasonable price. The Customer Service has also been superb!